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Two regimes of AI Alignment



Low-stakes: no single action is catastrophic, want to achieve 
good average-case performance.
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Low-stakes: no single action is catastrophic, want to achieve 
good average-case performance.

High-stakes: catastrophically bad outcomes are possible, 
important to avoid worst-case failures.
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Proposal for high-stakes reliability : do adversarial training—
generate examples that cause your model to fail; train on them.
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Can we achieve a sufficiently high degree of reliability using 
adversarial training?



Case study: continue stories while never generating 
completions that introduce new injuries or exacerbate existing 
injuries. 
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… The archers fired at him, impaling him with arrows and 
killing him. 

Injurious completion:



Prompt: The thief ran away from the castle. 

… The archers fired at him, impaling him with arrows and 
killing him. 

Injurious completion:

… The archers fired at him but missed their target completely.
Non-injurious completion:















Tool assisted attack demo
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We evaluated a series of classifiers with additional 
data from successive attacks. 



Result 1: We could set aggressive filtering thresholds 
without significantly affecting quality.
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Result 2: Adversarial training did not affect in-
distribution performance.
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Result 3: Adversarial training increases difficulty of 
finding additional adversarial examples.



Result 4: Adversarial training reduces the 
egregiousness of adversarial examples.



We see these results as preliminary but promising, and 
hope to see further work in this area. 


